Color Zen Adult Coloring Book 2: Easy Breezy Garden Patterns (Color Zen Adult Coloring Books) (Volume 2)
Synopsis

$14.95 ~ Exclusive DISCOUNT For Limited TIME~ *Relaxing garden patterns ensure your coloring pleasure. This is Book #2 in the highly popular Color Zen Adult Coloring Books series, by Vanessa Lee, and provides hours and hours of stress relief, mindful calm, and fun, creative expression. The first Color Zen Adult Coloring Book is available here: .com/dp/1517047196 One drawing per page: Color with peace of mind knowing colors won’t bleeding onto other pages Designs range in complexity from beginner to expert-level. ~100% Joy and Satisfaction Guaranteed~ Scroll Up and Grab Your Copy Now
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Customer Reviews

This book has lovely flower and garden style pictures. My only gripe (as with most adult coloring books) is that the pages are not perforated. I wish they were easy to tear out so that you could detach them from the book and frame the pages after coloring... T_T

I loved to color when I was a kid, and I still do. The Zen Adult Coloring books are very intricate, but are relaxing. I like to use map colors because you can erase if you color out of the line. There are many different designs. They are called adult because children usually prefer animals or people. Some of the pictures I've colored are so pretty that I took a photo and put them on my smartphone wallpaper.

Love this adult coloring book. I find coloring to be an amazing stress reliever. I use this each night
before I go to bed as a way to reflex and relieve stress to get a better night’s sleep. I love the designs in this book - there are many different options so you can choose an easy or more complex design based on your mood. Wish the pages were perforated or bound a little differently because I find that when I move onto the next page it does bend some of the previous picture but if you cut the page out it is fine.

Well, this is the second book I have purchased where the quality of the printing is not good. (did credit my account for the other book which was a totally different book from this one). Maybe the coloring popularity and the number of books being printed is having an impact on the print quality. The designs are fine but pages 2 thru 15 the lines are not clear. Several pages are dedicated to telling you what volume it is so the number of pages do not necessarily indicate the number of pages to color. There is even a page to thank you for purchasing the book.

I was lucky enough to obtain Vanessa Lee’s first Adult Coloring Book a few weeks ago. I’m thrilled to see/buy the second book! Coloring is such a stress reliever. Vanessa’s book is full of relaxing garden patterns. Considering it’s December as I write this, I am excited to color flowers, butterflies and the like until spring actually arrives. If you’re looking for a beautifully drawn adult coloring book...look no further. Both books are amazing.

The pictures are pretty and there is a nice assortment of pages to color. I received this coloring book at a promotional discount in exchange for an honest opinion.

Ordered this for my daughter who likes to draw and color. She really likes it.

I’ve been seeing posts on Facebook about how calming coloring books can be for grown-ups and I thought I’d try it out. Better than being stuck to your iPhone, right? I like this book, it’s simply the right size and fits in a medium measured handbag easily. The pictures are beautiful and on individual pages. I received a copy in exchange for an honest review and I definitely recommend this book.
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